
Previous: 7,197.5 PSEi change: -0.88%
High: 7,186.7 Best: AEV +1.71%
Low: 7,104.0 2nd best: MER +1.42%
Close: 7,134.2 2nd worst: GTCAP -5.88%
Val. traded (mn): 3,606.6 Worst: PGOLD -6.46%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield
3 months -0.0050 1.1370 5 years +0.0060 2.5010
6 months -0.0080 1.3930 7 years -0.0540 2.7230
1 year -0.0220 1.6470 10 years -0.0400 2.9620
2 years +0.0230 1.8480 20 years - 3.9640
3 years +0.0250 2.0880 30 years +0.0030 3.9500
4 years +0.0220 2.3110

Previous Close Previous Close
PHP/USD 48.020 48.065 EUR/USD 1.2248 1.2249

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield
3 months +0.0127 0.0761 5 years +0.0269 0.3766
6 months - 0.0761 10 years +0.0417 0.9549
2 years +0.0079 0.1211 30 years +0.0525 1.7081

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

US equities and treasury yields rose on the back of risk-on appetite amid improving PMI and as investors closely watched the Georgia senate runoffs. Asian equities gained on 
positive news that NYSE will not delist Chinese telecom firms. European equities fell driven by concerns on the surging cases of COVID-19 and fresh lockdowns.

Philippine peso
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Equities

Bond Market Movement
Fixed Income

Local equities declined and the Philippine peso weakened amid disappointing manufacturing data and higher-than-expected December inflation.  Local fixed income yields fell 
following the BSP’s saying it will keep benchmark interest rates low in the next few quarters. 

ü Local fixed income yields declined following the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’
statement that it will keep benchmark interest rates l ow in the next few quarters. The
recently released weak manufacturing PMI data in December also dam pened market
sentiment. On average, yields fell 0.45 bps DoD, l ed by the long-end which decreased
1.23 bps.

ü Local equities dipped amid disappointi ng manufacturing data due to dampened
consumption amid the pandemic, as well as higher-than-expected i nflati on figures.
The Philippine M anufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) di pped to 49.2 in
December 2020 from 49.9 the month prior. Inflation surprising to the upsi de makes it
likely that the BSP will be less aggressive with its monetary policy. The PSEi finished
at 7,134.18 (-0.88% DoD).

ü Data from the Philippine Statistics Authority showed that the Philippines’ headline
inflation rose to 3.5% in December 2020, driven by the spike in food and transport
prices during the holiday season. This was faster than the 2.5% posted in the sam e
month in 2019 and the 3.3% recorded in November 2020. The hi gher inflation in
December brought the annual average inflation in 2020 to 2.6%.

ü San Miguel Corp. (PSE T icker: SMC) will have all its tollways be 100% cashl ess by
January 11. The Transportation department called for toll operators to implement
cashless payments on December 1 and to go fully cashless by January 11. Toll
operators will have lanes for installation of RFID stickers in the absence of cash
lanes. -100
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ü US equities rose on the back of positive sentiment over better-than-expected PMI data. The
Markit US Manufacturing PMI rose to 57.1 in December from 56.5, beating the expectations of
56.3. Likewise, ISM Manufacturing PMI also went up to 60.7 in December from 57.5 in
November, higher than the expectations of 56.8. There is volatility in US stocks as market
participants focus on the Georgia senate election. The DJIA closed at 30,391.60 (+0.55% DoD)
while the S&P 500 closed at 3,726.86 (+0.71% DoD).

ü Asian equities gained as the market welcomed the New York Stock Exchange’s announcement
it will not delist Chinese telecom firms, contrary to the executive order issued by President
Trump. The MSCI APxJ closed at 679.22 (+1.41% DoD).

ü European equities fell as fears heightened over the surging cases of COVID-19 in Europe
which have caused strict new lockdowns in England and mainland Scotland. Two other nations
of the UK are already under lockdown and other parts of Europe have extended restrictions.
The MSCI Europe closed at 132.78 (-0.17% DoD).

ü US Treasury yields rose on risk-on sentiment driven by improving PMI numbers. On average,
US Treasury yields rose 2.36 bps DoD, with the 2Y ending at 0.1211 (+0.79 bps) and the 10Y
closing at 0.9549% (+4.17 bps).

ü The US Dollar continued to weaken amid positive sentiment driven by the improvement in the
US manufacturing PMI from 56.7 in November to 57.1 in December. The DXY closed at 89.436
(-0.482%).

ü The Philippine peso weakened on the back of the quicker December inflation and
weak manufacturing PMI data. The USD/PHP pair closed at 48.065 (+0.09%).


